Abstract-In the present attempt a set of experiments and a 3D simulation using a commercially available computational fluid dynamics package (FLUENT) were adopted to investigate complex behavior involving hydrodynamics and ferrous biological oxidation in a gas-liquid bubble column reactor. By combining the hydrodynamics and chemical species transport equations, the velocity field, air volume fraction and ferrous biooxidation rate in the column were simulated. The kinetic model proposed by Nemati and Webb (1998) was used to simulate the biooxidation rate in the column. Gas-liquid interactions were modeled using an Eulerian model in three dimensions. The effects of inlet air velocity and initial substrate (Fe +2 ) concentration on the velocity field, air volume fraction and biooxidation rate of ferrous iron in the column were investigated. To validate the model, simulation was compared with the experimental data in the presence of Acidithiobacillus ferrooxidans in an aerated column where the superficial gas velocity was adjusted between 0 and 0.5 m/s. It was found that the initial ferrous concentration and the inlet air velocity had a pronounced effect on the ferrous biooxidation rate. The results indicated that the maximum biooxidation rate can be obtained at superficial air velocity of 0.1 m/s and initial ferrous concentration of 6.7 g/L.
I. INTRODUCTION Bubble column reactors are attracting increasing academic and industrial research interest in view of their many potential applications. Bubble columns are widely used as gas-liquid contactors and as reactors in the chemical, petrochemical and biochemical industries. Effective mixing as well as high interfacial area between the phases, leading to improved heat and mass transfer characteristics, relatively cheap to install and the lack of moving parts, are the factors that render under bubble columns an attractive choice as reactors for the described processes.
In chemical and biochemical process engineering, much works have been devoted to either kinetic modeling or fluid dynamics. Most works have been performed under the assumption of idealized conditions. Either the reactor was assumed to be an ideal model case or the fluid dynamics was considered in a realistic way, but mass transfer and chemical reaction were omitted. Despite the widespread application of bubble columns and substantial research efforts devoted to understand their behavior, detailed knowledge on the fluid flow, mass transfer and chemical reactions as well as their interactions are still lacking. However, the scale-up of bubble column is still poorly understood because of the complexity of the flow patterns and their unknown behavior under different sets of design parameters.
Understanding the complexity of the fluid dynamics in bubble column and airlift reactors is important due to their application in the chemical and bioprocess industries. Knowledge of the hydrodynamics of such reactors helps to determine the efficiency of biochemical production rates through transport processes such as inter-phase oxygen transfer, mixing of nutrients and reactants plus the effects that pH has on micro-organisms growth, metabolic pathways and cell lyses. Also of importance is knowledge of the influence of the biomass on the gas phase through inter-phase interactions and the impact the biomass has on the liquid phase viscosity [1] . Study of the flow hydrodynamics in bubble columns involves the use of experimental techniques and computational fluid dynamics (CFD). The potential of CFD for describing the hydrodynamics of bubble columns has been established by Several publications, for example [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . An important advantage of the CFD approach is that column geometry and scale effects are automatically accounted. The success of the CFD simulation strategy is however crucially dependent on the proper modeling of the momentum exchange, or drag coefficient between the gas and liquid phases. CFD modeling of gas-liquid two-phase flows has shown remarkable progress over the last decade. The methods developed include the volume of fluid methods, dispersed phase models, Eulerian two-fluid models, and the algebraic slip mixture models. The two most common approaches to modeling bubble columns are the Euler-Euler or two-fluid approach and the Euler-Lagrange or discrete bubble approach. In view of the fact that the microbial oxidation of ferrous iron to the ferric form is an essential sub-process in many biological processes, the developing of an understanding to obtain optimum conditions for this sub-process is critical. Bacterial leaching is an established biotechnology that uses the ability of Acidithiobacillus ferrooxidans to oxidize ferrous iron. This microorganism has the capability to carry out processes of biosorption and bioprecipitation of heavy metal ions, which have important environmental applications [7] . Another application of the acidophilic ferrous iron-oxidizing bacteria can be found in a process proposed for removal of hydrogen sulfide from gases [8] . In this process the removal of hydrogen sulfide is achieved via two steps: the chemical oxidation of the sulfide by Fe 3+ and the bacterial regeneration of Fe 3+ as leaching agent [9] - [10] .
The objective of this research was to develop a fundamental understanding of the hydrodynamics and interactions with the chemistries involved in the bubble column reactor to maximize overall efficiency for the ferrous biological oxidation according to the following reaction: 
In this work CFD was used in the Eulerian framework to describe the hydrodynamics of the bubble column bioreactor. A kinetic model was applied to investigate the influence of some variables on biooxidation rate of ferrous ion in an aerated column reactor. [11] . To prepare the medium the iron solution was filtered using Whatman paper 0.2 µm, and the basal salt solution was autoclaved at 121°C and 15 psig for 20 min and after cooling solutions were combined. More details about microorganism and medium can be found in the previous work [12] .
II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Materials and Methods
A. Microorganism and Medium
B. Biooxidation Procedure
Biooxidation experiments were carried out in a bubble column reactor consisting of three parts: top, main column with water jacket and bottom section with an air diffuser (Fig. 1) . The diameter and height of column were 7.5 and 70 cm, respectively. Total working volume of bioreactor was about 3 L. Compressed air was sparged at five different levels from the bottom into the column. The top part of the reactor had a 15 cm diameter and 10 cm height and was employed to prevent the overflow of liquid from the reactor. In order to provide a constant temperature, bioreactor was maintained at 32°C using a water jacket. The bioreactor contained 2.7 liters of medium and 10% (v/v) inoculum. The initial cells concentration was about 8 
10
× cells/mL. During the experiments, pH was adjusted to 1.5 by addition of 1N H 2 SO 4 . To obtain variations of ferrous biooxidation rate against initial ferrous concentration and inlet air velocity a set of experiments were carried out at different conditions. Ferrous, ferric and bacterial concentrations were measured regularly. Water was added to the reactor to compensate for evaporation losses. Dissolved oxygen was measured by a digital D.O. meter (Electronics, India). The analysis procedures for the bacterial concentration, determination of iron ions and pH are similar to described in [12] . 
III. MATHEMATICAL MODELING AND NUMERICAL METHOD
A. Kinetic Model
The kinetic model proposed by Nemati and Webb [13] (Eq. 2) was used in the simulation. The experimental data obtained from the bioreactor were compared with the kinetic model to ensure the suitability of the model for our simulations. The model includes the effects of temperature, ferrous iron, and bacterial concentrations, also incorporates terms for substrate (Fe 2+ ) and cell inhibition. Values for the constants in the kinetic model are summarized in 3 .h)/(cells/mL)) which is defined as:
where E a = activation energy (kJ/mol); R = universal gas constant (kJ/K.mol); K 0 = frequency factor ((kmol/m 3 .h)/(cells/mL)) and T = absolute temperature (K). 
B. Eulerian Approach
The governing equations in this approach can be derived by ensemble averaging the fundamental conservation equations for each phase to describe the motion of liquid and gas in a bubble column. Both the continuous and the dispersed phases are modeled in the Eulerian frame of reference as interpenetrating continua. The mass and momentum balance equations are written separately for each phase. The momentum equations of the phases interact with each other through inter-phase momentum exchange terms. The continuity equation for each phase is written as (
where k α , k ρ and k u are the volume fraction, the density, and the phase averaged velocity of the kth phase, respectively. The equation of conservation of momentum for each phase is:
where p is the pressure, g is the gravity acceleration, and kl F is the interfacial momentum exchange between phase k and phase l. k τ is the viscous stress tensor, which can be expressed by
where k μ is the viscosity of the kth phase, and k k k α ρ ′ ′ u u is the turbulent stress tensor that must be closed by an appropriate multiphase turbulence model. Because of the loss of information in the averaging process, several correlations (such as the interfacial momentum exchange term kl F in Eq. (5)) appear in the macroscopic equations that must be closed in terms of known variables [14] . The momentum exchange between gas phase (subscript G) and liquid phase (subscript L) is given by
here, the inter-phase drag coefficient is calculated from [15] : 2 
where i y is the local mass fraction of ith species, i S is the source term for ith species due to the reaction, and i J is the diffusion flux of species i, which arises due to concentration gradients. Diffusion flux can be written as: 
C. Numerical Implementation
In this research a commercial grid-generation tool, GAMBIT 2.2 (of Fluent Inc., USA) was used to create the geometry and generate the grids. It is very important to use adequate number of computational cells while numerically solving the governing equations over the solution domain. To divide the geometry into discrete control volumes, more than In addition more than 4 4.1×10 triangular elements were used at the inlet and outlet. Figure 2 shows the schematic and dimensions of the computational domain and the reactor grid. The Eulerian approach implemented in the commercial code for computational fluid dynamics, FLUENT, has been used for the simulations. The finite volume method is adopted to solve three dimensional governing equations. The solver specifications for the discretization of the domain involve the first-order upwind for momentum and phase coupled SIMPLE [16] for velocity-pressure coupling, respectively. For the volume fraction and concentration of species in the liquid phase, first-order discretization scheme was used. The under-relaxation factors, which are significant parameters affecting the convergence of the numerical scheme, were set to 0.3 for the pressure, 0.5 for the momentum, and 0.5 for the volume fraction. Using mentioned values for the under-relaxation factors a reasonable rate of convergence was achieved. The equations were solved with the unsteady solver with a time step which was The relative error between two successive iterations was specified by using a convergence criterion of -5 1×10 for each scaled residual component. It is worth noting that refinement of the grids did not produce any significant differences in the results. Air was sparged into the column with different inlet velocities varied from 0 to 0.5 m/s. According to the experimental results the highest biological oxidation rate of ferrous was obtained using 6.7 g/L its initial concentration in the liquid solution, so this initial value was used in the simulation. The bioreactor temperature and the initial bacterial concentration were adjusted equal to the experiments values. The initial ferric concentration was set to zero. Boundary conditions were indicated for solving the governing equations. At the walls, no-slip boundary condition was applied (Dirichlet boundary condition). For inlet flow, constant fluid velocity with given phase concentrations, and for the outlet flow, the pressure were specified as boundary conditions.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The biological oxidation rate of ferrous iron as a function of concentration at a constant temperature of 32°C and inlet air velocity of 0.1 m/s is shown in Fig. 3 . The experimental results show an inhibition effect on the activity of bacteria when the ferrous iron concentration was higher than 6.7 g/L. The inhibition effect of ferrous iron on the activity of A. ferrooxidans has been reported previously [17] [18] [19] . Kelly and Jones [17] observed that increases in the ferrous iron concentration up to 5.6 kg m −3 increased the rate of biological oxidation, while higher concentrations have the negative effect and inhibited the biooxidation. As can be seen in this figure, the oxidation rate of ferrous iron in the presence of bacteria passed through a maximum which can be explained by a substrate (Fe +2 ) activation and inhibition effect. In addition a comparison between experimental data and the chosen kinetic model confirms the suitability of this model for simulation of ferrous biooxidation in a column bioreactor. a significant effect on ferrous iron biooxidation. Both experimental and predicted data indicate a maximum rate for air velocity of 0.1 m/s. In velocities lower than 0.1 m/s a decrease was observed in oxygen concentration in the liquid phase because of low gas-liquid interfacial area and therefore, the reaction rate was decreased. At the gas superficial velocities higher than 0.1 m/s the biological rate was decreased. The reason is that in very high velocities bacteria will damage and therefore the bacterial activity will be decreased. (Fig. 6) . Due to the gas-liquid momentum coupling, some motion is induced in the liquid phase, and after a while the entire bulk liquid starts to move. After some time the motion inside the bubble becomes unstable. Strong circulation patterns appear with up flow in the center region and down flow in the corners of the column. Due to the liquid down flow, liquid closes to the wall is dragged downwards to the lower region of the column before being dragged again to the column surface by the upward flow. In many of chemical and biochemical reactions which they occur in column reactors gas holdup is an important factor. It affects on interfacial surface area and also activity of microorganisms and therefore the reaction rate. Fig. 6 indicates snapshots of air volume fraction in the bioreactor at t=10, 30, 60, 120, and 180 s. For the ferrous biological oxidation, air volume fraction in the bioreactor is one of the variables that needs to be maximized to have a high reaction rate. Here the inlet air velocity is 0.1 m/s and the air volume fraction is evaluated in the plane (z-y) passing through the center of the column. 7 shows that at any time the ferrous biological oxidation rate in the column increases from the bottom to top of the reactor. On the other hand, during the air bobbles moving up through the column because of coalescence, their diameters will increase. Therefore, the ferrous biooxidation depends strongly on the gas-liquid interfacial area, and so, gas-liquid mass transfer dominates.
2D plots of biooxidation rate in the bioreactor have been shown in Fig. 8 . In this picture the results were taken at t=120 s. Fig 8 (a) shows the computed ferrous biooxidation rate versus distance from the bottom of the bioreactor. According to this part, the maximum predicted biooxidation rate was obtained in the bioreactor outlet which was about 4 g Fe +2 /L.h. Fig 8 (b) indicates the rate of biooxidation across several cross sections in the column. As it can be expected at higher sections the reaction rate will increase and on the other hand the maximum value observes in the center of the column because of 
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper bacterial oxidation of ferrous iron in a bubble column reactor was simulated. The results show that CFD allows gaining new insights in the biological phenomena in the gas-liquid reactors. The simulation results indicate that the Eulerian formulation is a successful approach to predict the hydrodynamics of column bioreactor. It provides good engineering descriptions, and can be used reliably for predicting the flow and holdup patterns in bubble columns. The suggested kinetic model by Nemati and Webb was usable for the prediction of ferrous biooxidation rate in the bioreactor. The simulation results indicate good comparison to experimental data for biological ferrous oxidation rate. It was found that the ferrous biological oxidation depends strongly on the gas-liquid interfacial area, and therefore gas-liquid mass transfer dominates. The initial ferrous concentration and the inlet air velocity had a significant effect on the ferrous biooxidation rate. The superficial air velocity of 0.1 m/s and initial ferrous concentration of 6.7 g/L determined as optimum values. According to the simulation and experiment results maximum ferrous biological oxidation rate was obtained 4 and 3.7 g/L.h at optimum conditions, respectively.
